
Tree Wardens Network:  first meeting at Whittlesford Memorial Hall       26 November 2018

Jay Patel opened the meeting and Miriam Hill of the planning department made the presentation.  

They will send the slides and information sheet which were very informative and which I will pass 
on.

As the first of a number of meetings, this one covered mainly the different ownerships of land and 
hence the trees thereon.  

Any owner classed as a 'statutory undertaker' can pretty much do what they like with the trees on 
their land – this status applies to Highways and to Network Rail.

The position of the centre of the base of a tree indicates ownership.

Cambs Highways ownership is not necessarily clear cut – many boundary records are very old and
paper only and 50% of staff were fired in first year of austerity so requests for clarification may be 
delayed as there are few people now.  

Any disputes should first be tried to solve by checking the deeds (£6 or £7 from the land registry).  
If no solution, a land surveyor can be instructed (and paid) to go through all past records and 
determine ownership. 

Miriam advised first checking the Service Level Agreements that have been drawn up 
between County and Parish, when it was first agreed that Parish would cut verges.  
However she confirmed that trees normally remain County responsibility as the land is still 
classed as “Highways maintainable land”.

Also, if anyone wants to plant a tree on 'Highways maintainable land', they first need to purchase a 
licence and then need to agree to take responsibility for future maintenance of the tree.  Most 
people never do this and as Highways don't keep detailed records of each tree on their land, the 
same (now mature) trees fall under Highways responsibility as no one knows any different in future
years!

The session was very useful, the next will probably be March 2019.
  


